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Labor and Employment Law
Making the Grade: Employers Face Increased Scrutiny
of Pre-Employment Testing Programs
Employers frustrated with the poor training or skill
level of new employees, employee turnover and the
increased number and cost of workers’ compensation
claims may turn toward pre-employment tests
to assess a potential employee before hiring the
individual. However, if your company administers a
test as part of its hiring process, you should ensure
that it passes the “sniff test.”
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Law Judges against mozzarella cheese producer
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utilized a pre-employment test that adversely
affected minority applicants and was not shown
to be valid or job related. In its news release, the
   '  ()  
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exam, while more than 72 percent of nonminority
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its claim that the test “measured applied math,
workplace observation and information location
skills related to the essential functions” of the
applied-for position, that of an on-call laborer.
  0134    
original applicants, back wages and interest for at
least 270 class members, that Leprino’s existing
federal contracts be canceled and the company be
debarred from entering future contracts until the
alleged violations are resolved.
With regard to the complaint brought against
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!     
doesn’t pass the sniff test. When workers are denied
employment because of factors that have nothing
to do with their ability to perform the job, something
is not right. Our message to the company is clear:
    '           0
restitution to the victims, or lose your lucrative
federal contracts.”
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of the knowledge, skills and abilities required for
the position, is a critical component to successfully
defend any employer test, whether the test is
administered on a pre-employment basis or as
part of an internal transfer or promotion process.
" '+' ' 
important part of the equation, employers should
not simply accept the publisher’s conclusions or
   # %  $'  
the test used by Leprino is a well-respected major
 ' % " '  D  ;' 
authorize employers to rely on the “generalized
validity” of a test, based on the publisher’s validation
studies drawn from data on the test’s use by other
employers, each employer must be prepared to
demonstrate that the test is valid for use in selecting
hires or promotions in its own workforce. To do so,
an employer must show that the skill requirements
and job responsibilities of the jobs used in the test
' ! # '  ' 
similar to its own jobs’ skill requirements and
duties. The key to this showing is the performance
'  4 0 
essential job duties and skill requirements of the
jobs for which the test is used as a selection tool.
Even having an appropriate validation study
        '     
adverse impact challenge to a pre-employment
%==    D 
Guidelines as also requiring an employer who
uses a test with demonstrated adverse impact to
investigate whether there are alternative selection
tools or uses of the test, e.g., a lower pass score
or use on a non-pass/fail basis that serves its
business needs but has no or a lesser adverse
impact.
Vedder Price attorneys regularly assist in-house
counsel and human resources professionals
in designing employer testing procedures and
assisting in the testing validation process. In
addition, Vedder Price attorneys have successfully
defended numerous enforcement actions brought
  ==           
testing. If you have any questions about test

The message is also clear to those in the
contractor community: Tests used during the
hiring process will be scrutinized during a
compliance review, and tests that adversely
             
        ' 
if the contractor cannot demonstrate that skills
tested are required to perform the job in question
and are properly vetted through a validation study.
Employers using a test as a pass/fail screen
that eliminates a failing applicant from further
consideration are particularly exposed to possible
adverse impact challenges.
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conclusions that the pre-employment tests used by
the employers had an adverse impact on minority
 ' #   #  
the positions at issue.
                
need to worry about employment testing issues.
 ==      #  
pre-employment testing and, because employer
tests can impact a large number of employees or
applicants, disputes related to employer testing
are susceptible to class action and pattern and
practice lawsuits.
 D ;'  = 6  
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the courts set technical standards for establishing
job-relatedness and the validation of employer
tests. These standards apply to all enforcement
   ''  =/ '#  11?(F 
enforcement actions or private litigation brought
under Title VII. Pre-employment tests that have
an adverse impact on employment, based on
an individual’s race, sex or national origin, will
constitute employment discrimination unless the
pre-employment test is job related for the position
in question and consistent with business necessity.
 "#  ' $  ' 
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validation or general testing issues generally,
please feel free to contact Thomas G. Abram,
Patrick W. Spangler, Benjamin A. Hartsock or
any other Vedder Price attorney with whom you
have worked.

Notably, the new forms still do not include the
“safe harbor” language recommended by the
=+' =   '   !
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genetic information as prohibited by the Genetic
&  Z    "  ?@@K;&Z"%
Thus, regardless of whether employers use
the DOL forms or their own forms, they should
always add the following language in requests
for employee health-related information to avoid
 '   ;&Z"     #    ' 
of genetic information:

Updated FMLA Forms
 D6        
   '   #       
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The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination
"  ?@@K;&Z"    
   #    ;&Z"  &&  
requesting or requiring genetic information
of any individual or family member of the
 # '$ /        
by this law. To comply with this law, we are
asking that you not provide any genetic
information when responding to this request
for medical information. “Genetic information,”
  ;&Z"$ '  # '!
family medical history, the results of an
individual’s or family member’s genetic tests,
the fact that an individual or an individual’s
family member sought or received genetic
services, and genetic information of a fetus
carried by an individual or an individual’s
family member or an embryo lawfully held
by an individual or family member receiving
assistive reproductive services.2
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New GINA Regulations

The forms do not contain any substantive changes,
'   # '   /      R1$
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DOL forms should begin utilizing the new ones. In
the alternative, employers using their own forms
may continue to do so, provided they do not ask
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requiring that employers retain all personnel and
employment records for potential investigations
 
   ;&Z"%  &&  
discrimination against employees or applicants
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employers may not request, require, purchase or
disclose the genetic information of an applicant or
employee, except under very limited exceptions.
  ==!  ' 0    "  R$
?@1?$ ' /     1C   
employees will not need to create any new
documents. Nor does the rule impose a reporting
requirement. The retention requirements will be as
follows:

misclassifying that individual as an independent
contractor.” The law also prohibits the deduction
of fees or other charges from the compensation
     # ' '  
 '     '   %
 /$
employers sometimes deduct from independent
contractors’ compensation the costs of renting
workspace, licensing individuals and providing
equipment.
The penalty for violating the law ranges from
BC$@@@   B1C$@@@   #  $  B1@$@@@  
B?C$@@@           
of violations is found. In addition, an employer
could be forced to post a scarlet letter (notice of
#         '     
business for one year. Joint and several liability
can be assigned to individuals who knowingly
advise an employer to misclassify an individual
as an independent contractor to avoid employee
status. The exceptions are employees providing
the employer advice internally and advice from
legal counsel.

M Private employers must maintain personnel
and employment records for one year.
M Educational institutions and governments
must retain such records for two years.
M Labor unions must retain all membership
and referral records for one year.
M "    '  
apprenticeship records for two years.
'  $         
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retain all records relating to the charge until the
action is complete. Employers should note that
this record retention requirement is the same as
under the Title VII regulations, so this rule will not
place a heavy additional burden on employers.
    '       |     
with any questions.

Wage Theft Prevention Law
This new law requires employers to provide
nonexempt employees with a notice detailing
the employee’s rate of pay, the basis upon which
the wages are calculated (whether hourly, daily,
 $  %$      # 
rate, and allowances, if any, claimed as part of the
'%%$  %  
must be provided at the time of hire or in the event
of changes in a current employee’s wage. It must
also include the employer’s name (including any
  '     $     
address, telephone number and designated
regular payday, as well as the employer’s workers’
compensation insurance carrier information,
including name, address and telephone number.
"     ' %  %
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are made to this information, the employer must
inform each employee in the form of a new notice
within seven days after the changes become
effective.

Watch Out for New Employment
Laws in California
6#     
additional requirements on employers. We have
highlighted several of them.

Independent Contractors
"      8'    }
of individuals as independent contractors. The
  '  8#     '
for an individual by voluntarily and knowingly
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the employer, a customer or a client.
If an employer only conducts a background check
%%$ 
#  $ '  $ 9|

$ +'   %
However, in addition to the existing requirement to
provide the name, address and telephone number
of the reporting agency conducting the background
check, employers now must also provide the
reporting agency’s website address.

       $       
applicable civil penalties, employers are required
to provide restitution to employees paid less
in wages than the minimum required by the
  & '  Q    % &  
criminalizes, as a misdemeanor, willful violations
  ' 
 $ '
'   ''   ' 


         %  '
of limitations to collect statutory penalties has also
increased from one to three years.

Commission Agreements Must Be in Writing
      !    
+'    '  1$ ?@1R$  
employer enters into a contract of employment
with an employee for services to be rendered
      8    
of payment” involves commissions, the contract
must be in writing and must set forth the method
by which the commissions are to be computed and
paid. The meaning of the term commissions is the
   6  ?@(%1$
which generally excludes short-term productivity
 '  * %

Pregnancy Disability Leave
  Y"  Y"
amended to clarify that it is an unlawful employment
practice for an employer to interfere with, restrain
or deny the exercise of any right provided under the
 Y"$  '    $   
or related medical conditions.
 "   +'   
 #           
for health insurance coverage under a group health
plan for any eligible female employee who takes up
to four months of leave due to pregnancy, childbirth
       1?*   %
' #
and under the same conditions as if the employee
had not taken the leave.

Use of Consumer Credit Reports
Employers’ use of consumer credit reports
   %       
employers and prospective employers, except
    ' $    
relying on consumer credit reports of employees or
applicants, with limited exceptions. With regard to
private employers, those exceptions are whether
       $ +'   
/ '# /    # ]  +' 
   ] # # '  
          $  '  0
    
'  $6 6 ' 
numbers and dates of birth (except for routine
processing of credit card applications in a retail
']  # #      
being a named signatory on the employer’s bank or
credit card accounts, or given authority to transfer

Gender Identity and Expression Protection
 !  =  N '" 
       '  
gender identity and gender expression. Thus, the
law now prohibits workplace discrimination on the
basis of gender identity (i.e., how the person sees
     /  %%$ 
  #  %;  /  
is a person’s “gender-related appearance and
behavior,” “whether or not stereotypically
  }   /     % "
employee must be allowed to dress consistent with
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the employee’s gender identity and expression.
With regard to each of these new laws, employers
need to review their existing policies and practices
and update all forms necessary to avoid incurring
stiff penalties.
If you have any questions about these laws,
please contact Thomas G. Hancuch, Scot A.
Hinshaw or any other Vedder Price attorney with
whom you have worked.

6    '    '$ Z  0  
|   '      Serricchio v.
Wachovia Securities LLC that underscores the
sort of complex analysis in which employers
must engage when reinstating employees and
determining their post-service compensation rate.

Background of the Case
9  6     0       # 
   '  6 '      0 
business was subsequently subsumed by
Q  # 6 '     ?@@@  '
6 ?@@1$    # '
D 6" 
Y #%6   
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during his predeployment employment. While
serving his country abroad, however, most of
6   !
'    # 
 0    %
 Q 6    '      # '
in October 2003, he requested reinstatement,
'      #     Q  # *
   % Q      
9 ?@@($Q  #   6   
advisor position with his preservice commission
% 6   $  # $ 4     $ 
the fact that the account list provided to him by
Wachovia was not nearly as lucrative as the one
he managed before deployment. Indeed, the court
noted in its opinion that the book of business
provided by Wachovia would “generate virtually
no commissions.” Wachovia made matters worse,
    #         6    
re-establishing either his book of business or his
 $   #   % 6    '
   '  D6    ' $  ' 
  #  D6=YY"     *
employ him in a position that would provide him
with the same earnings opportunities that he had
prior to his deployment.

Riding the Escalator (Principle)
Safely: Recent Appellate Court
Decision Underscores Challenges
Facing Employers Reinstating
Returning Servicemembers
With large numbers of soldiers returning home
and, presumably, to the jobs they held before
being called to active duty, employers would do
well to brush up on the re-employment obligations
  D  6 # = 
  Y*  Y "  D6=YY"%
Not only must an employer reinstate a returning
servicemember (assuming reinstatement was
+'  $'  
must place the servicemember in a position
equivalent to the position the employee would
have held but for the fact of the employee’s military
leave.
      \  
     =    \
can present some challenges for employers
struggling to determine how far an employee
 ' # #  '   
   $    $     
worked the entire period of time spent in the
 %#   '
the returning employee held a position that does
not entail lockstep increases or seniority-based
    %
 &  ?@11$  D6  '   "   

The Serricchio Decision
   $  4'      Q  #
       # 6   
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with the position that he would have held had
his employment not been interrupted by military
service or, in the alternative, to a position of “like
seniority, state and pay” upon return from active
'%"' $4'  ' Q  # 
    6    *  
0  +']    
a position with pay comparable to his pre-service
 ]    ' #    
failing to offer a suitable and appropriate position.
 "         '  $
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prejudgment interest, and reinstated him as a
Q  #    #     * 
/       *  % Q  #
appealed both the jury’s decision and the district
court’s apportionment of damages, arguing that
       D6=YY"   
  6       # 
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Noting that Serricchio     D6=YY"
'           $ 
6    '    Q  #!  #  
a position with the “same preservice commission
}       D6=YY"  ' 
disregarded the “amount of actual commissions”
 6              # 
book of business. The court held that offering
a commission-based employee the same
commission rate “without regard to volume or
size of the accounts in the servicemember’s
pre-activation book of business” does not satisfy
D6=YY"% Q       # 
 * $  D6=YY"
analysis must therefore include the amount of
   %'$Q  ##  D6=YY"
 '            6   
upon his return from active duty would have resulted
'    ' \ 
  \ 8    # 
opportunities for advancement, working conditions
   6    ' # 

but for his period of military service.”

Lessons Learned
With thousands upon thousands of soldiers
returning to the workforce, employers should
ensure that the individuals responsible for making
decisions relating to the employee’s position, pay
   '     D6=YY"  
requires with respect to re-employment, how to
properly apply the Escalator Principle and what
the Serricchio decision means for employees
who are compensated in ways other than straight
salary. If at all possible, employers should provide
D6=YY"     0  
they understand the broad requirements of the
law with respect to re-employment, as well as to
other employment rights accorded to the men and
   '   % $  * *
related decisions affecting a returning servicemember should be reviewed by human resources,
and employment counsel should be consulted if
any questions arise.
If you have any general questions about
D6=YY"$         ' $ 
contact Aaron R. Gelb$   D6=YY" 
in federal court, Mark S. Goldstein or any other
Vedder Price attorney with whom you have worked.

Lawsuit by Tennis Umpires
Underscores Growing Trend of
Individuals Challenging Their Status
as Independent Contractors
D6'   #D 6
"  D6" #% ' ' 
    6 '    Z
 0$D6"  
independent contractors and denied them overtime.
The umpires state that their workday often started
as early as 7:30 a.m., and that they were required
     '%"  $
they claim that they were paid a daily rate instead of
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 ' $       # 
of match worked. The umpires argue that they are
employees: They cannot negotiate their own salary,
cannot work for another company while working at
the tournament and do not set their own schedules.
The likelihood that this case will succeed is
  %  '   0    D6"
three weeks out of the year, meaning that they are
'  D6"!    ()0%
However, this lawsuit is another, very public,
/        '
are here to stay.
  D6         
&  Y#' 6 #  &Y6   0 
point loud and clear. The two agencies signed a
  '  '     6 
1)$ ?@11  
         
from misclassifying employees. Eleven state
 \ '        '$
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri,
D Q \   %
has agreements from state labor agencies in
N$& $Z 0 9    
similar memorandums of understanding. These
agreements allow the DOL to share information
 
 &Y6 
participating states.
Depending on the scope of the alleged
   $      %
6  Y $     '  '$
          
'   B1@  % "   11$@@@ /  
      6  Y     
'] #    
$  ]    
penalties if they did not sell a minimum amount
 0 '      %  !
penalties can add up to millions of dollars in
damages.
  D6  '       
group of independent contractors to call “fault.”
=  $       $ '
carefully review their policies to ensure that any
independent contractors are not improperly
 %

Looking to Change Your Ways?
IRS Offers “Reduced” Tax Liability
Programs for Employers Who Voluntarily
Change Contractors to Employees
 6 $  &Y6 '    | ' 
   6    |6$ 
program through which employers can resolve
'' '      0 
contractors when, in fact, those workers should have
    %|6 
eligible employers to reclassify workers currently
categorized as contractors to “employees” for future
tax periods. Under the program, employers who
 # '       
will face limited tax liability for the past tax treatment
of these workers, and will be able to utilize low-cost
and streamlined administrative procedures to solve
    '%
 &
         |6$   
must have treated the worker or workers in question
     $    
 1@))
for those workers for at least three years prior to
    |6%     '  
     '   '  &Y6 '    
or other administrative audit related to its worker
     %
 "          
     |6$ '       0
in the same or largely similar capacity must be
    %
  /  '    |6   
         1@    
potential tax liability that would have been due as a
'    $   
not be required to pay any interest on the penalties.
"  $&Y6 '4   
to an audit of its past employment treatment of the
workers in question.
 &
         |6$ 
employer must submit an application to the
&Y6 '
 K)C?$    # 
% % #_'_ * _K)C?% % =   
program is not guaranteed to all employers.
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If you have any questions about this article or
the use of independent contractors in general,
please call Jonathan A. Wexler, Sadina
Montani, Emily T. Collins or any other Vedder
Price attorney with whom you have worked.

Vedder Price is a founding member
of the Employment Law Alliance—a
network of more than 3,000 employment
and labor lawyers “counseling and
representing employers worldwide.”
Membership provides Vedder Price
and its clients with network access to
leading employment and labor counsel
in all 50 states and over 120 countries
around the world.
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Recent Vedder Price Accomplishments

Michael G. Cleveland won summary judgment in the Northern District of Illinois on
race, national origin and age discrimination,
and harassment claims brought by a registered nurse against a Chicago-area
hospital.

Laura Sack and Michael Goettig successfully
moved in two different cases to enforce a
predispute arbitration agreement that included a provision shortening the applicable
statute of limitations to six months. These
victories resulted in the dismissal with prejudice of two discrimination/wrongful discharge lawsuits filed against our client (a
large financial services institution) in New
Jersey state court.

Michael G. Cleveland and Megan J. Crowhurst
won summary judgment in the Southern
District of Indiana on claims that the company failed to rehire, promote, train and provide
schedule adjustments and overtime to the
plaintiff because of her race, and in retaliation for filing discrimination complaints with
the company’s internal disputes office.

Richard H. Schnadig and Megan J. Crowhurst
won summary judgment in the Northern
District of Illinois on FMLA retaliation and
interference, Illinois Whistleblower Act and
common law retaliation claims. The plaintiff,
a factory worker, alleged that he was denied
promotions and was terminated for taking
time off to care for his wife, who suffered
from severe depression, and in retaliation
for reporting an alleged workplace injury.

Aaron R. Gelb and Andrea Lewis obtained
the dismissal, before discovery started, of a
Title VII retaliation and state whistleblower
lawsuit filed in the Northern District of Illinois
by an assistant store manager against a national retail chain.

Thomas M. Wilde and Patrick W. Spangler
won a two-week jury trial in the Circuit Court
of Cook County on behalf of a national retailer. The plaintiff claimed he was terminated
in retaliation for exercising his workers’
compensation rights.

Aaron R. Gelb secured a 30 percent reduction of the fines assessed against an Illinois
manufacturer cited by OSHA following a serious workplace injury.

Laura Sack and Michael Goettig won summary
judgment in the Eastern District of New York
on age, gender and disability discrimination
claims filed by two plaintiffs against a familyowned bookstore. Among other things, the
plaintiffs claimed that the defendant “regarded them” as disabled because they were
obese; the court found in the defendant’s
favor on this claim and the myriad other
claims in the complaint.

Thomas M. Wilde won two labor arbitrations
on behalf of a national manufacturing company. In one case, the union challenged the
manner in which the company assigned work
at their Ohio location. In the other case, the
union challenged the wage rate of employees when they performed certain work at the
company’s Chicago location.
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Roy P. Salins .............................. +1 (212) 407 6965
Michelle D. Velásquez ................ +1 (212) 407 7792

Washington, DC Labor and
Employment Group Members
Amy L. Bess ............................... +1 (202) 312 3361
Sadina Montani........................... +1 (202) 312 3363

  '         **
which operates in England and Wales.
© 2012 Vedder Price P.C. Reproduction of this
newsletter is permissible only with credit to
Vedder Price. For additional copies, an electronic
copy of this newsletter or address changes, please
contact us at info@vedderprice.com.

Vedder Price takes every effort to minimize waste and uses recycled materials whenever possible for all our printing needs.
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